When you’re (G) smiling, when you’re (Gmaj7) smiling, 
The (E7)whole world smiles with (Am) you. 
When you’re (Am) laughing, when you’re (Am7) laughing 
The (D7)sun comes shining (G) through. 
But when you’re (G7) crying, you (C) bring on the rain, 
So stop your (A7) sighing, be (D7) happy again. 
Keep on (G), smiling ‘cause when you’re (E7) smiling 
The (Am7) whole world (D7) smiles with (G) you!

A7 // D7 // G ////

(G) I’m looking over a four leaf clover 
That (A7) I over-looked before; 
(D7) One leaf is sunshine, the (G) second is (E7) rain, 
(A7) Third is the roses that (D7) grow in the lane. 
(G) No need explaining, the one remaining 
Is (A7) somebody I adore. 
(Am7) I’m looking (Cm) over a (G) four leaf (E7) clover 
That (A7) I over- (D7) looked be- (G) fore

G // Gdim / G /

When you’re (G) smiling, when you’re (Gmaj7) smiling, 
The (E7) whole world smiles with (Am) you. 
When you’re (Am) laughing, when you’re (Am7) laughing 
The (D7) sun comes shining (G) through. 
But when you’re (G7) crying, you (C) bring on the rain, 
So stop your (A7) sighing, be (D7) happy again. 
Keep on (G), smiling ‘cause when you’re (E7) smiling 
The (Am7) whole world (D7) smiles with (G) you!  D7   G